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Forces in Physics
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 I. How do we know  

 when a force is applied?







*

		When a force is applied to an object, its shape might change – deformation









*

		Or the motion of the object might be affected – it might move if stopped; speed up; slow down or change direction; or stop.
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II. What are the

 “4 Basic Forces”?  







*

The “Four Forces of Nature”

All Forces can be traced back to the         4 Forces of Nature.  These are the 4 Fundamental forces: 

		Gravity

		Electromagnetic

		Strong

		Weak









*

 holds stars, planets together; The amount of gravity depends on the mass of objects. The greater the mass, the larger the gravity.

Gravity
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Electromagnetic

 This force is responsible for binding of atoms and molecules; The EM force depends on the + or - charge on objects.  







*



Strong and Weak Force

  Strong – the Strong force holds neutrons and protons together in the nucleus of an atom.  

Weak – short-range force, produces instability in certain nuclei.
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III. What are the general categories of “every day” forces?
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There are 2 Categories   

    of General Forces
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Examples include:

	a.  Gravity

  b.  Magnetism

  c.  Electricity

1. Field Forces are those  

    that act at a distance  

    without contact.
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Examples include:

	a.  Push

	b.  Pull

  c.  Elastic

  d.  Friction







2. Contact  Forces are those  

    that require the force to be  

    in contact with an object. 
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Contact forces and Field forces
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IV. What are examples of “everyday forces” and their effects?
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Weight Force of Gravity  (Fg)

Weight is a force with which gravity attracts an object’s mass   down toward the earth…

Fg
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Weight Force of Gravity  (Fg)

The ball is pulled down toward earth due 

to its        weight force.

Fg







*

Normal Force (FN)

FN

Stand up and hold a textbook out on your hand with your palm up!



Do you feel the Weight force pushing the book down?



What is keeping the book from falling down?  

The upward force to support the book is called the Normal Force







Fg (weight)  

*

 Normal Force (FN)

Fn (normal)

The Normal Force is the force that keeps an object up.  The Normal force  is perpendicular to the surface of the object being pulled by Gravity.  







FN =

 +500 N

*

Normal Force(FN)

Newton’s 3rd Law Stated: For Every Action there is an Equal and opposite reaction.  

The Normal Force matches the Weight Force when an object is not accelerating. 

Net Force = ZERO 

Fg =   -500 N
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Tension Force (FT)

on a string or wire

Tension (Ft)

Weight (Fg)

The Tension Force is a pulling force in a string, rope, (or monkey arms) that opposes another force like gravity.
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Tension Force (FT)

on a string or wire

Tension (Ft)

Weight (Fg)

If the weight is     -600 N, what is the tension force in each arm of the monkeys?
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Friction  (Ff)

Large amount of friction opposing the motion.  (rough surfaces)

Small amount of friction opposing the motion.
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Elastic Forces (FEL) or Compression Forces

Forces that stretch and regain their original shape are elastic (Fel).  These can be springs or rubber bands.
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Elastic (EEL) or Compression Forces

The bow pulled back is an example of an elastic force.
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Low air resistance (aka aerodynamic)

High air resistance

Air resistance is the force that opposes the motion of an object moving through air from falling or moving horizontally.  

Fair is low

Fair is 

Air Resistance (Fair)
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Magnetic Forces

Magnetic forces are non-contact forces that pull certain metal objects toward

the magnet.  

Sometimes, two  magnets with the same pole can create a push force that keeps the 2 magnets apart…
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Buoyant Forces in water

A spring balance measures the weight of the object at 

-1.5 N 

When the object is immersed     in the liquid,   the spring balance measures      -1.25 N

+ .25 N Buoyant forces push upward

-1.5 N 

-1.25 N 

+ .25 N 
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Buoyant Forces in Air

For an object to float,

the upward buoyant force = the downward gravitational force



Net force = 0N

Fg

Fbuoy
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Lawn Chair Larry

This is why it is important to know your physics!!!







*

Lawn Chair Larry

According to published reports, Walters was employed as a truck driver in Southern California.  On July 2, 1982, he fastened 42 surplus balloons to a lawn chair and launched from his girlfriend's San Pedro home.  He carried various supplies with him as well as a CB radio and a BB gun to shoot balloons one at a time to descend.  He didn't realize how powerful the buoyancy of the balloons was.  When he cut a rope holding him to terra firma, he took off with such a jolt that another anchor rope broke under the stress and he shot upward so quickly that his eyeglasses flew to the ground.  He floated around the L.A. basin for several hours and reached altitudes of up to 16,000 feet.  According to an article in the New York Times the next day, Walters was spotted by pilots from both TWA and Delta Airlines.  It was cold at 16,000 feet and he started shooting some of his balloons to descend, but dropped his BB gun and had to wait for his rig to come down on its own.  He landed in a residential neighborhood in Long Beach where got tangled in some power lines, causing a power blackout.  He told reporters that his weather balloon flight had been a dream of more than 20 years.
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